
Arkansas Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Minutes
May 6-7, 2023 Hosted by A.W.O.L. Area

05–06-23 1:00 pm - RSC meeting began:

Read Twelve Traditions, Twelve Concepts, 1st 2 paragraphs of Tradition 2,
Definition and Purpose of Regional Service Committee.

Roll Call by Secretary: Quorum Met
RCMs or their Alternates

ARVANA Todd L Absent
AWOL James W Present
CENTRAL Chad S/Destiny P Present
CRANA Ashley L. Present
FUACNA David C Present
NWAANA Wendy B Present
ORACNA Aaron W. Present

Administrative Committee Trusted Servants
Chair Joseph C Present
Vice Chair Eric B Present
Regional Delegate Dyanne S. Excused/WSC
Regional Delegate Alt Glynn W. Excused/WSC
Secretary Patricia M Absent
Secretary-in-training Terri S Present
Treasurer Yvonne S Present
Treasurer-in-training J.R. S Present

Standing Subcommittee Chairpersons
Policy and Procedures Marc S. Present
Convention Committee Chair Charlene S Absent
Ad Hoc: Guidelines Website Social Media Alicia A. Present
Phoneline Coordinator Alicia A Present
Ad Hoc: Inmate Correspondence Crystal S. Absent

Secretary Report - given by Terri S. - review of New business
Motion 6 from previous minutes for the admin to meet 6 weeks after the region meeting did
not happen. Scheduling conflicts.
Amendment to feb 2023 minutes - RD marked hybrid when present, and Terri S. was
marked absent but was present.

Treasurer's Report - Budgets started in Feb.
Beginning Bank Balance $1256.64 minus $504.96 (outstanding check #1209 SZF donation).
Actual starting Balance $751.68. Expenses already cleared include: phoneline message
center $429.00, UPS fwding $94.22, Twilio $10.49. Deposits already cleared include: (from
who?) $1334.04. Prudent reserve $3150.00 Beginning working Balance $-2398.32

David - What happened with the audit? Stop monies until the audit is completed.
Ashley - Slow down and take turns speaking so the new secretary can keep up and
document all this because it's important.
Eric - Page 28 outlines exactly how to audit the books. This needs further discussion.
Alicia - Treasure has not been audited in 6 years at least 3 treasures. Laurel not audited,
I’ve not audited, math part, bank balance, not matching up.
Eric - 6 weeks out, Audit to be completed
Wendy - why not this weekend?
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Eric - Admin not here, 2 people absent.
Joseph - 6 weeks is 17th June
Eric - Wait on RD & RDA at WSC and not to interfere
Wendy - Quarun for Admin
Eric - June 10th
Ashley - Can we call them and confirm.
Eric - Table til tomorrow. Questions for Treasure? Opposition to report? No moving on.

RD/RDA Report - WSC fulfilling obligations.

RCMs or Alternate reports - see attached reports.
ARVANA - Absent

AWOL - see attached

CENTRAL - Good morning family from central Arkansas area. Most of our home groups are
continuing to do fine. We are gearing up for the central Arkansas area convention in
August and also the regional convention in October. H&I is back up and running and are
needing panel leaders, specifically males for RCA. The activities committee is having the
joy of the journey campout May 12th-14th in tumbling shoals Ar. You can look up all
posted events coming up at CAASC.ORG. We have a donation for the region today.

Thank you for letting me be of service Chad S.

CRANA - CRANA RCM REPORT MAY 2023 HARRISON ARKANSAS
CRANA area is doing well, all meetings are the same. We received a much better
participation rate than last year with the Motions from world which is awesome. Cope
Without Dopes Recovery on The Ridge is Mother’s Day weekend at mount zion
Baptist church camp, it’s all weekend, bring twin sized bedding and toiletries. The
Area is hosting a function to raise money for the Arkansas regional convention as our
area is in charge of merchandise, it is going to be on Memorial Day, at Copes new
location 4114 N church St, Jonesboro AR. Curtis M from Vision of Hope in Conway AR
Is going to be our speaker. We will have horseshoes, a raffle and food, it’s 5$ a plate
please come hang out with us! Peace in The Park is in September, Zenia F and Jason
S are speaking and it will be at the old Davidsonville State Park in Pocahontas AR.
H&I is doing well, we just added a facility, The Lawrence County jail, to go to once a
month to see if there will be willingness there. We had a treasurer's audit last month
and everything was accurate up to date and kept well by our treasurer Chris B. We
are discussing raising the activities budget from 1500 to 2000. it is currently going
back to groups. We need nothing from Region right now but love and support.
Ashley L

FUACNA - David C., on form

NWAANA - Wendy, on form

ORACNA - Aaron W., on form

Break 14:15 pm - 14:35 pm with Serenity Prayer by Chair

Motion to change the order of the day to do subcommittee reports next.
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Subcommittees - SEE ATTACH REPORTS
● Policy and Procedures (Marc S.): see attached report

Eric - are there any questions for Marc regarding that highly detailed report?
Wendy - Will that be in the minutes? When are the minutes available? In 2 weeks,
not 2 months.

● Convention Committee Chair : Charlene S. absent. Report attached
Alicia - Current Balance $8,316.47
Ashley - Hey Alicia is that zoom meeting open for anyone? Like if someone in my area
wanted to get in on that.
Alicia - yes, its gone to every area asking
Chad - If we have stuff to donate, who do we need to give it to.
Alicia - I would just say bring it to the next region bc we are meeting in central.
Wendy - What’s your position in the convention committee?
Alicia - I had been the secretary, since the secretary had resigned and the person that
said they was willing to do it has not come, so I have been there and taking notes and
helping with the secretaries.

● Phone line Coordinator (Alicia A): Report Attached.
Alicia - Phone line is updated under meeting update. Started process in May of
2022. Minutes are now updated on the website. Events - ARSCNA.org- submit
events - Meetings and events update to meetings@arscna.org We had a workshop
at AWOL today.
Chad - Cabot started a new meeting do they need to get that to you.
Alicia - No not me. Email it that way that whoever is supposed to get it will get it. So
its not person dependent.
David - Can we not get the calendar back, bc if you go to the website you use to look
at a whole month at a time, you can’t see more than a month.
Alicia - I will be asking to get that changed back.
David - So who does that?
Alicia - Our web servant, I am liaison to that.
Marc - I assume feb minutes are not on here. I thought they could be posted
afterwards.
Alicia - I will have to see. Posted 6 months out. Amendments in the next quarter.
PDF, consolidated it so it’s not like 50,000 pages long
Marc - There’s a RCM report form, there was a google form to improve reports.
Which asks you to make a copy. PDF form thats a print off and write on. The online
google form gets emailed directly to the secretary. And somebody has added an
online set _____. It wasn’t approved. We want to simplify it for the RCM. That
makes it a 4 step process.
Alicia - I see what you’re saying.
Marc - For those of you that dont know. Google form allows you to fill it in. so when
you set it up you go online it emails you a copy, if you are doing a report it emails
the secretary.
David - So when I go to meeting notes. It says copy but it doesn’t give me the
option to write on it.
Marc - You have to have the app. And the google form one you just have to fill out
the blanks. Good job Alicia way better.
Alicia - Google docs, google sheets and google form is going to stay. From the
secretary point of view, that is more difficult. That’s why there are sheets. PDF. Copy
and Paste.
David - Who is doing the website?
Alicia - Our web servant. Jennifer.
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David - So is she doing it or are you doing it? Cause I hear both.
Alicia - I send it to her what to upload. I send her copy. She’s our paid web servant.
She’s the one that accesses it. I can’t do that.
Terri - I’m a fan of cut and paste, just send it in a word document.
Marc -
Eric - Questions?
Marc- World recognizing virtual meetings, how hard would it be for us to verify they
have an Arkansas address.
Alicia- NAWS
Chad - Oklahoma virtual meeting part of our arkansas area, shouldn't they be
included in our region
Marc - Maybe they need to be included as a loner group. They need to meet certain
criteria to be on our list.
Alicia - We can’t dictate who can be on our list.
Marc- Maybe we can be the example and RCMs go back to their area and let them
decide what criteria and if they want to include them
Eric- NAWS, recognized virtual and that changes the composition. We need to be
proactive and not reactive.

● Ad Hoc: Guidelines Website Social Media (Alicia A.): Attached.
received feedback for revision.
Meeting lists. Virtual meetings
Minutes posted. Amendments.
Website confusing

● Inmate Communications: Ashley and Eric attend zoom. Email from Crystal:

Here is the ADHOC for Inmate letters. I made plans with Ashley and Eric for March 19th at 10

AM to meet via zoom. I also invited a member from FTS area to attend. The meeting was

attending by only 2 people total, but we feel confident that the body will have some good ideas

to come to a decision on how to proceed. I do apologize for not making the meeting, I had a

last minute event come up that could not be missed. Thank you, Crystal S

Marc - We might be breaking traditions without recognizing it. No one has been
trained to respond to these letters. There are no guidelines for how to respond.
World has some guidelines. We need to have some policies and procedures for this
type of correspondence.
Ashley L.- I feel like i can appropriately respond with the training we had this
morning
Alicia - there is actually an institutional book that instructs how to start a meeting on
their own. I have suggested in past that we get a virtual box $15 a month, you get a
choice to scan and copy, deposit checks, these are legit companies that can address
these more promptly.
Marc- discussion of ADHOC
Ashley
Wendy - Minimal suggestions, adhoc not dissolved but needs support.
Marc - nows there is supports and guides the adhoc on how to find resources and
how to move. IE procedures and how to use existing guidelines.
Wendy - tasked adhoc with a plan and we let her on the table.
Marc - can we do this in new business.
Alicia - CRANA asking for meeting list and facility to help with a meeting list.
Eric - This person is being released soon. They are going to Conway and are
requesting a meeting list
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Break 15:35 pm - 15:50 pm with Serenity Prayer by Eric

Read Overview of Consensus section, Voting section, and Consensus Procedure
section

Old Business
● Motion #1: Change “Phoneline Coordinator” to “Communications Coordinator” -

Passed
● 2022-11-02 (feb 2023 RSC) -guidelines for service dogs. It's to be added to the

website as a resource not a guideline. Guideline being changed to resource not
guideline. -Passed

● Motion #4: Add a procedure for event flyers - TABLED FOR AMENDMENT

OPEN SHARE-

Ashley - I would like to see the cut and dried made when the actual RSC meeting is going to
start from now on. Feel like there was a lot of, like ambiguity. Like are we going to do is
Saturday for workshops? Are we gonna start later in the day? If everybody's here, what if
everybody's not here? You know what I mean? I would just like to say. From now on. It not
be a Gray area, I feel like at the very least this body, we could pull together and figure out
what time we're going to start the RSC meeting. You know, because my alternate isn't here
and she wanted to be she thought that it would be fun to just show up on Sunday. Cause I
mean honestly, that's what I told her because I thought that Saturday was gonna be for
Workshops and fellowship and promoting unity and within region and information, right.
And then Sunday was going to be the actual RC meeting. So, I would just like to see that, I
mean, if we're not gonna, I'm not saying we have to do it on Sunday. But if we are going to
start on Saturday, then I think we need to like, OK, we're going to start at 3:00 o'clock on
Saturday or whatever.

David C. - On the same note, I agree. Can we not start workshops on Saturday morning
could we move those up to 10 o'clock. Reason is if I don’t want my area to spend an extra
$100 for two nights for a hotel. If it's at 10:00 o'clock you can get up and drive pretty
much anywhere on Saturday morning. Having to come up on Friday night and spend
another night. My area spent $400.00 for us to be here this weekend. I’d like to see us
start the workshop at 10 on Saturday, RSCM at 1, and finish on Sunday.

Wendy - I started a motion to formalize the agenda, including starting at some taking some
guidance from our policy and procedure in reference to the guidelines more will be revealed.
Second thing I have and then brought up the calendar format and there's some issues
that….We've got a beautiful website in my area and Area Group won't close their ship. I'm
like, I know it's going on, but to emphasize everything. I’ve been on the website because
I've gotten on. I go to the website. I recommend newcomers Americans and memorize
subsets like that's where your most up-to-date meeting information is that you linked to
more narcotics anonymous information. I don't do Facebook, I go to the website and it
seems like there's a lot of stuff floating around on othere's social media, so it's I think I
brought it up at last region. I humbly requested, if anything kind of official discussion going
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on that might be on a social media format, I have no idea and I feel like yall are talking
behind my back. I'm out of the loop or whatever, but that's all I've got thank you.

Marc - Just to add to that, Wendy and I will discuss that there are clear points in our
guidelines clear points of accountability on who sets the agenda, who decides on the
workshop. Right now it says, chairperson does it. But if you think about what happened this
weekend. I didn't know we were having a phone line workshop until last night. How is that
decided? Consultation with who, when did all that stuff get decided. The decision that
region will come to an area and will create interest in NA and in service. Revitalize that you
know, stuff that we lost during covid, with action in our primary purpose. So, that motion
that Wendy is preparing, I'd like to see it also, but officers in there instead who's contacting
whose. Otherwise it slips through the cracks.

David C - On that same line I believe we can set the agenda on time. I would really like to
take the line from the southern zonal and maybe the workshop be up to the hosting body so
that that area can decide what it needs at the time.

Marc S - That’s part of what's going to happen the host area needs to tell us, we need a
chair workshop or, like H&I, PR, and Service work.

Alicia – 2 things. 1st thing on guidelines on page 11, number 3 Rotations and meetings.
Agendas and workshops and who they should be coordinating. It says the vice Chair will
oversee workshops and make contact with the hosting area. It actually outlines what’s
supposed to happen and who’s suppose to coordinate with who and I will say that last
region we actually discussed having the phone line workshop this region and everybody
actually agreed on it at last region. I know the flyer went out later and Ryan and I went
back and forth about the timing and everything. Agenda and workshops are two, I mean
they they should coordinate together, but I'm just pointing out that in our guidelines, If
we're going to make guideline changes, we need to also be cognizant of the fact that it does
state Who is coordinating the workshop and who they're coordinating with? It says the
regional Vice Chair will oversee the workshop and serve as a contact for the hosting area.
The hosting area and coordinate the meeting and the workshops. The second thing, and I
agree that maybe we should start them a little later in the day so people can drive in.
Because we don’t have money to pay in travel fund so thats one thing. Last, I would like to
make um, kind of an overreaching amends to RSC for any bookkeeping errors that I've
made to get us in such a situation where we are so grossly underpriced reserve. As you can
tell I'm a perfectionist. And so it just it really bothers me that I feel like I am contributing
factor to where we are financially, not because I did anything unethical but that I thought I
was doing a better job than I was. I thought I was doing a great job, but now I'm realizing I
didn’t do that. All I can do is just not…. (inaudible) money ever. Thats all.

Eric – Regional vice chair will oversee workshops and service contact for the hosting
area/lonar group. That is not listed in duties of vice chair.

Marc S. - So there are a few areas that have some inconsistency. I was wondering if we
could table this because we won't get this sorted out this weekend.

Joseph - Table it. Table it. Order.

(discussions on agenda for RSC weekends)

Chad S - When I came in we did one day regional meetings on Saturdays. Why don’t we do
regional meetings on Saturdays and workshops on Sundays?
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David – In the past, we would do workshops, we actually had a break in our format where
we did, well like we did today, open sharing we stopped, Sunday morning we started with
the admin committee and then we did the rest. Why can we not use that as a format going
forward? We don't have to reinvent the wheel. Go back to the old schedule of the 2 day
RSC.

Ashley - Everyone fought tooth and nail to make this a one day event. And now we’re… this
is insane.

Alicia – David is talking about a time before a time. Where we were like if we hurry up we
can get this done and we can do this today and we don’t have to stay until tomorrow. So
people were rushing through saturday. So then we were like well we are doing it all in one
day so lets just make it official that we are only meeting one day. So if we are going to do
the old schedule then we don’t need to be rushing. People, areas were still paying for, areas
already paid for the weekend and people were packing their bags and checking out. Having
a dedicated start time…

David - I like the 2 day. 1 It allows us to include the local fellowship through whether its a
function, it lets the people and AWOL know that Narcotics Anonymous isn’t just RC. It lets
them see peo0ple from everywhere. I think it's important. I’m glad to see it back.

Eric - that is all the time we allotted for open sharing. Does anybody want to extend the
time for open sharing?

Alicia – So I know this maybe something you guys discussed in your admin meeting, but we
need to talk about the treasury stuff and the outstanding check to the southern zonal form.
My suggestion would be for us to get in contact with them asap and A. ask them to not cash
it and then the admin needs to discuss and we all need to discuss what to do about
tomorrow about the motion we passed to send the money. So we will have some expenses
that will come out between now and next region. Like our phone line $429 that's going to
come out. We are paying AWOL today, that's going to come out for hosting. So we have
some expenses that are going to come out sometime. We need to decide as a body are we
going to call, you know, we have some checks that came in that’s like a $1000 bucks but I
mean that’s still don’t going to cover and get us to where we have a prudent reserve. So I
was just, that whole asking southern zonal to hold the check and not cash it, I think is the, I
mean as much as it pains me to call and say, Hey we made a mistake at the same time I
think that is the best thing to do for our plan.

Eric - Is there any opposition to doing this?

Marc – I think we should just let the check go, and ask them to put it on the books. Our
guidelines, policies and procedures clearly state that anything over prudent reserve goes to,
to… (inaudible) and the other part is that we need to remember is prudent reserve we don’t
go over prudent reserve. So our job is to be financially cautious and bring our prudent
reserve back up. So if we run into something like this again we’ll … that’s my advise on how
to move forward on this.

Yvonne – so the check to zonal form we ask them to….

Marc - The RD will report that to them at the summer. Or just say, was running into
financial difficulty but we did in February, may this donation, which we would like...Southern
Journal to use towards the phone. We already look like we have egg in our face from the
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bounced checks from last time. They were good about it but we don’t need Arkansas looking
like, well….

Terri - I can’t type if everyone is talking at the same time

Eric – Is there anything else?

Marc – yes, do we really need to record open discussion in our minutes?

Terri - No, ha ha

Marc - Well, I mean its a form of brainstorming isn’t it? The decisions that come out of it are
in our motions.

Eric - This is correct, so really its a redundancy.

Marc - Does everyone really need to hear everyone's brain farts? Where in our guidelines
does it say that our open discussion needs to be recorded?

Eric - It does not.

Terri - Oh my god that would make my job so much easier.

Alicia – So I would argue that having dialogue is redundant, I think that it is important to
say the things that we are talking about. Sometimes they don't make it to motions or we
add on to that discussion later or wasn’t able to be there for part of the things that was
discussed. So I would argue that to put things into topics. If it happens at this meeting it
needs to be recorded even if its just a synapses.

David – I agree that even if, I will take back to my area that we discussed this and this in
open sharing. Not what was said but what this is the topics that was talked about. Just the
topics. Isn’t that how we do our minutes is just the highlighted parts.

Eric - Any opposition to closing open sharing? Closing open share! 9 Admin tomorrow
morning resume meeting. 10 RSC meeting. Eating at 6. Meeting is at 8 pm

Eric - Call to order. Done, 9 oclock.

Alicia - I just want to say, if you want to be nominated for something tomorrow you need to
be here

Joseph - Circle up and close.

Closed with 3rd Step Prayer
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RSC meeting Resume - Admin meet 5-7-23 @ 09:30 am

RSC meeting Resume - 5-7-23 @ 10:12 am with Serenity Prayer

Roll Call by Secretary: Quorum Met
RCMs or their Alternates

ARVANA Todd L Absent
AWOL James W Present
CENTRAL Chad S/Destiny P Present
CRANA Danielle K. Present
FUACNA David C Present
NWAANA Wendy B Present
ORACNA Aaron W. Present

Administrative Committee Trusted Servants
Chair Joseph C Present
Vice Chair Eric B Present
Regional Delegate Dyanne S. Excused/WSC
Regional Delegate Alt Glynn W. Excused/WSC
Secretary Patricia M Absent
Secretary-in-training Terri S Present
Treasurer Yvonne S Present
Treasurer-in-training J.R. S Present

Standing Subcommittee Chairpersons
Policy and Procedures Marc S. Present
Convention Committee Chair Charlene S Absent
Ad Hoc: Guidelines Website Social Media Alicia A. Present
Phoneline Coordinator Alicia A Present
Ad Hoc: Inmate Correspondence Crystal S. Absent

New Business - see attached motion forms

● Motion #1: Add to Policy, Meeting list criteria #3 Adheres to the 6 points of
“what is an NA group?” outlined in the Group Booklet - #4 they can meet
virtually provided they have an Arkansas mailing address. Also add to duties
of Communications Coord a … in accordances to meeting criteria. Add to BMLT
Coordinator pg25, A. - PASSED

● Motion #2: Policy Change, add to duties of RD and RDA, responsible to
coordinate CAR/CAT workshops; to be sole point of contact for CAR/CAT
workshop. Intent single point of accountability to the appropriate position.
pushed to RCMs Ballot 5/0/1 - PASSED
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● Motion #3: Policy Change, add to duties of Chair pg 19, add to #7, “which
includes coordinating any audits and interim meetings between regions.” -
PASSED

● Motion #4: Policy Change, for G&P to create a calendar timeline of tasks,
duties and special dates for each officer of the ARSCNA pg 22 as Appendix-
PASSED

● Motion #5: in the interim of not having a policy for inmate correspondences
from Arkansas Inmates, the following shall be followed:

1. The treasurer shall open the letter to see what area HIPR the inmate
needs info about or what the inmate is requested.

2. The area in question shall be contacted by the Treasurer to see if they
have a HIPR committee member that can respond.

3. If the area says no or the inmate is in a remote area not belonging to
anyone or a loner group, then the communication Coordinator shall
respond to the request.

4. The request must be responded to within one week of receivable
5. Guidelines and direction similar to outlined in phone line workshop

should be followed
6. Report to RSC outcome. - PASSED

● Motion #6: Policy Change, RSC agenda and format, refer to P&P chair to
adjust rotation of meetings pg 11, #3 to reflect DAY-1 10am workshop, 1pm
RSC commence and DAY-2 9am Admin, 10am RSC commence. Pg 12 Meeting
format: DAY-1 close after open share, DAY-2 admin new business - PASSED

Break 11:00-11:15am

● Motion #7: Policy Change, 1) revise travel fund policy and procedures to add
“It is expected that the most economical means of transportation and lodging
safely available will be used.” 2) and change mileage rate to ½ of rates used
in the guide to world service - (amended 7B) to state “no more than” -
PASSED

● Motion #8 (out of order): Policy Change, Reconsider motion #3 from feb
2023, new business (donation to SZF literature for Fellowship Development).
*Amend the motion to $504.96 (amount of the outstanding donation check to
SZF).- Out of Order

● motion#3 from feb 2023: rescinded RCS
● Motion #9: To have the RSC treasurer ask the SZF treasurer to hold the

donation check from Feb 2023 RSC (not cash/deposit it yet), and to ask that
the RSC wait until prudent reserve is met (minus that amount) before having
them deposit it. - PASSED

Treasury Requests Money Motions -
● Request budgeted item -

○ Yvonne S. Stamps for RSC $12.60 - Approved by Admin
○ Marc S, $30 Copies of Appendix E update and the new appendix approved last

quarter - Approved by Admin
○ Dyanne S., $667.51 for expenses to SZF - Approved by Admin

Break 12:10-12:25

● Non-budget items -
○ Joseph C. for $65.50 - Approved
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○ Marc S. $100 - Approved
○ Yvonne S. $100 - Approved

No new groups to join.

RD/RDA to zonal, funds provided and RDA to inform if it needs to be virtual or in
person and if funds are necessary.

Nominations/Elections of Trusted Servants -
Current nominations -

● Chair - Eric auto nominated for Chair (will email resume) - CLOSED
● Vice Chair nomination - J.R. service resume attached - CLOSED

(Point of Order) - Marc S. - Questions for nominees directed at the Vice Chair

● Secretary - Terri auto nominated - CLOSED
● Secretary-In-Training - OPEN
● Treasure - Yvonne S. auto nominated CLOSED
● Treasure-In-Training - OPEN
● Policy and Procedure - OPEN
● Communications Coordinator - OPEN
● RD - Glynn W auto nominated - OPEN
● RDA - Marc S. nominated by self, Resume attached. Alicia A. nominated by Terri S.

- OPEN

(Point of Order) - Marc S. - You can’t close RD & RDA

Break 13:15 - 13:26

Updated Treasurer's Report

May 7, 2023
Final Treasurer Report

Beginning Actual $751.68

Message Ctr - -$429.000

Deposit May Donations + $1006.21

AWOL hosting - -$200.00

Budgeted Items - -$710.00

Cash Donation + $400.00

Prudent Reserve 0

Travel Fund 0

Ending Balance $818.78
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Announcements - Dont forget to register for Beaver Round Up
Central Arkansas Convention, needs donations auction items or money
Regional Convention, Auction items
ARSCNA Activities calendar has been fixed by Communications Coordinator

Plans for next meeting - June 10th, June 17th TBD
Nominations for RD & RDA back to groups
Central hosting Aug 5-6, 2023
Workshops, activities and events workshop, regional service duties workshop, Introduction

to NA service structure, Marc S. (online training on website).

Plans for future meeting - Workshop for CRANA - Fellowship development

ARSCNA 2023-2025 ROTATION SCHEDULE
August 2023 Central

November 2023 CRANA

February 2024 FUACNA

13:45 end of meeting
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Email Address Date

Area or
Loner
Group

Number of
meetings

Number of
Groups

Name of Trusted
Servants H&I Meetings PR Activity Other Activities

Specific Problems or
Situations

Assets/Strengt
hs

Plans for
the coming
year

dinomom2019@gmail.com 5/7/2023 NWAANA 32 8

Chair: Alicia A., Treas.:
Janet W., RCM: Wendy
B., HIPPR: Crystal S.,
BRU: Janet W.

NWACCC:
Monday night,
women only

"It Takes A
Village" booth
3/25

6/3 New Life Speaker
Jam
6/23-25 Beaver Round
Up; pre-registration at
naofnwa.org
TBD ASC Learning Day

next ASC postponed
until July; trying! to build
enthusiasm for service
opportunities

experienced
leadership

wattsaaron24@gmail.com 5/6/2023 ORACNA 26

4 seated 6 in
geographical
area RCM- Aaron 4 per week

Website in the
works

Genesis denby point
May 18-21
SOS float for hope June
2-4
SPRH Fall function
October? TBD Vacant positions

Strong H&I
presence

Building
website

secretary@arscna.org 5/6/2023 FUACNA 18 4 David C
Every Friday
@ 6

We are doing a
booth at a
community drug
awareness day
6-10-23

Serenity on the Lake
Memorial day weekend
Tumbling Shoals None

Things are
going great in
FUACNA.





May 2023 RSC Convention Report
CONVENTION TREASURER -

● Lisa O., Dana B., and Charlene still need to be added to the RSC Convention bank account
● $1261 donated from NWA for Programming - deposit made by RCM into bank
● Hotel deposit has been made to secure the location.
● Budget: 2023 Arkansas Regional Convention Approved Budget

Registration $1000 including all the items for each of the registration bags - ex:
badges, trinkets,pens, etc

Hospitality $700 including breakfast, snacks, coffee etc for hospitality suite

Entertainment $500 live entertainment or scheduled event

Programming/ Speakers $1500 possible transportation and hotel cost

Merchandise $1500 banner, tshirts, raffle and auction items, mugs, etc to sell

Hotel cost $3700 paid for space rental

Misc cost $100 any last minute misc needs

$9000 OUR SEED MONEY IS $7000

HOST COMMITTEE:
● Theme: Unity in the Fellowship
● Registration available online at arscna.org
● Hotel: reserved HILTON GARDEN INN 4100 Glover Lane North Little Rock AR Oct. 20-22 (contract

approved at Feb 2023 Regional Meeting) $3660.00 holding dates with Regional debit card
● Booking link available to reserve online; if calling “AR Region Convention” or “Unity in the City”
● 30 guest room block @ $115/night reserved by 10/6/23 (15 per night) breakfast buffet for 2 included

REGISTRATION (FUACNA)
● Pre-registration $25 (ending 2 weeks before convention); onsite registration $30
● 5 pre-registered

ENTERTAINMENT (ARVANA)
● Possible game for Friday & dance for Saturday - more will be revealed

MERCHANDISE (CRANA)
● Working on securing vendors, pre-sale items, and merchandise for committee to sell

PROGRAMMING (NWA/ORACNA)
● Main Speakers chosen: Fri Charles C. Las Vegas; Saturday Sheila Marie Bedford Tx; Sunday Mark B

Omaha NE
● Have selected workshop topics and tentative schedule - working to get speakers for workshops

HOSPITALITY (AWOL)
● Will be working on food for hospitality room

MISC:
● There will be a table to display a photo for any addict that died clean to honor those we have lost.

Please contact the host committee if you have questions about this.
● If you have any auction items you want to donate, please gather them up.

NEXT MEETING - May 14th at 4pm on Zoom



G&P Report - May 2023
Arkansas Regional Committee of Narcotics Anonymous - May 2023

Marc S. - Chairperson for G&P

Appendix E has been updated but I forgot to get copies for everyone. I will be getting it to the
website. I haven’t prepared the flow charts as there may be updated after and if we pass the
motion to rename phoneline coordinator.

Right now, Appendix A is Rules of Order - Definitions, Appendix B is Rules of Order Short Form,
Appendix C is Treasury Maintenance (which may need updating if the Treasurer and Admin are
willing to look at it and propose changes), Appendix D is the RCM Report Form, Appendix E is
Amendments to Guidelines and Policies since the last version was adopted, Appendix F should
be both the flow charts, Appendix G & H are the Reconciliation Report and Restitution
Agreement respectively, and Appendix I is the RCM Note Taking Form.

In February 2024, Appendix E motions will become part of the main document and a new set
will be printed for everyone. Appendix E will then be blank again.

I’m almost positive there will be more changes today as well as in the next half year so please
remember to look at Appendix E for updates, additions, and changes. For example, after today,
we should have a change to the naming of the Phoneline Coordinator position, updated flow
charts with those correct names, and any other changes to policy we make.

If you are not aware of the duties of each officer, please make sure you check them out. It really
helps to know who is responsible for completing what task and when.

Last region we passed Motion #6: Admin to meet virtually 6 weeks after Region to build a
working relationship and follow up on outstanding tasks to be #7 pg 18 under Admin
Committee Duties, but we neglected to add it to the duties of any officer to coordinate.
Similarly, our Audit procedure doesn’t outline who is to coordinate the meeting for the audit,
which is probably why some members were left out, why it hasn’t been completed, and why
the coordination was less than exemplary.



1

I ask all ARSCNA officers to look at their duties to see if it truly is reflective of your duties
and if some things need to added or taken off.

Regards,

Marc S.



May 2023 RSC Phoneline Report

Phoneline: There was a Phoneline workshop conducted this morning and a
representative or member from each Area/Loner Group were present as well as several
other NA members. We will be updating the phoneline patch list and removing people
who have not been trained in the past 2 years. If you conduct any training in your Area
or homegroup, please communicate with me so the patch list stays updated.

BMLT: Please email all meeting list changes should be sent to meetings@arscna.org.
All meetings that have been sent are updated. You can download a PDF version of each
Areas meeting list or the Regional meeting list from www.arscna.org.

Website: If you have events that are not on the website, you can submit them directly to
the website. Even if it is just a “save the date” until you have a flier, please get it posted.
Also, please check the calendar when planning events to try to not overlap to
encourage more participation. I will be asking to change the event list back to a
calendar version for easier use.

In loving service,
Alicia A.

mailto:meetings@arscna.org
http://www.arscna.org


ADHOC Strategic Planning– Inmate Letters – Options for Regional Response 3/19/23

Meeting began at 10 AM on 3/19/23

Attendance: Crystal S – NWA – New Beginnings

Kristina S – FTS – Grateful Heads

1. Send IP “Behind the Walls” to inmate

a. Pros

i. Cost to Region – nothing

ii. IP has an inmates E,S, H

b. Cons

i. IP is very small with little reading

2. Distribute to respective area for action

a. Pros

i. Areas can answer inmates how they choose

ii. Could be very personalized letter

b. Cons

i. Long response time – passing hands

ii. More possibility of falling in the cracks – passing hands

3. Region Sends Inmate a book and a generic letter with meeting information

a. Pros

i. More personalized

ii. Can be a quicker response

iii. Addict has access to our message

iv. Addict has access to meetings/helpline upon release

v. Could include information on how to conduct a meeting, so message could be

carried in the jail/prison by inmates

b. Cons

i. Will cost region approximately $15 per letter

ii. Will need a dedicated person to respond





Date: May 2023

Name: Marc S.

Position: Regional Delegate Alternate

Clean Date: Jan. 1, 1989

Current Commitments: Arkansas Region Guidelines & Procedures Chair
ARVANA Treasurer in Training - ends in June 2023

Previous Commitments: ● MZSSNA Arts & Graphics
● ARCSNA Strategic Planning Adhoc Chair
● NW Arkansas Area Chairperson
● Ontario Region RDA
● Canadian Assembly of Narcotics Anonymous Social Media

Ad Campaign Workgroup
● Golden Triangle Area RCM
● Golden Triangle Area PR chair (Website, Phoneline, FD)
● Golden Triangle Area Chair
● Golden Triangle Area Campvention Chair
● Golden Triangle Area H&I Chair
● Golden Triangle Area Ad-hoc Guidelines & Policies
● Golden Triangle Area Secretary
● Golden Triangle Area Treasurer
● Ontario Regional Secretary
● Ontario Regional Convention Chair
● Welcome Home Group Guelph -GSR
● NA Way Magazine Editorial Board

Experience in
position nominated:

● Chaired/Facilitated numerous service bodies, workshops,
and conventions, workgroups

● Expert Communicator
● Professional workshop leader
● Professional technology trainer
● Professional Website designer, publisher
● Professional Instructional Designer (understanding of

how people learn
● see examples of my work and training on my

professional portfolio.

Why serve in this
position?

I’ve served in all positions at an area level at some point or
another and have served in many functions at the regional, zonal
and WSC level. I believe I bring the expertise necessary to best
represent our Region and help lead us towards better achieving
our Primary Purpose.

https://www.makeyourmarc.ca/portfolio















